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PANTS 

Valui Pants are Pull-Ups style aids designed to be worn just like normal underwear. The Valui 

Pants range has the following features: 

♦ Soft cotton-like, non-woven, waterproof and breathable back outer layers to provide extra comfort

& prevent skin rashes / irritations.

♦ Anatomically shaped unisex design to ensure snug fit around waisUhip & legs.

♦ Durable elasticized waistbands.

♦ Additional moisture highway layers to provide faster & more effective absorbency.

♦ Stand-up leg gathers to prevent leakage.

♦ Easy tear-down sides for easy removal & disposal.

To meet the needs of individuals at different levels of incontinence, Valui 

Pants are available in two categories - Maxi Pants & Plus Pants. 

MAXI PANTS 

PLUS PANTS 
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VALUI 

BRIEFS 

Valui Briefs are All-in-One style aids designed to be the most absorbent & cost-effective all-round 

incontinence solution. The Valui Briefs range has the following features: 

♦ Gentle yet tough cotton-like non-woven waterproof & breathable materials, specially designed for

individuals with sensitive skin.

♦ Unique, magic, Velcro-like interlocking waist straps for optimal fit, re-use & easy checking.

♦ Stand-up leg gathers to minimise leakage.

♦ Integrated anti-leak leg cuffs for maximum comfort & protection.
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♦ Double-padded absorbent cores to maximise strength, reliability & absorbency.

♦ Additional Moisture Highway layer to provide faster & more effective absorbency.

♦ Wetness indicators to allow for quick & easy control.

To improve cost-effectiveness, Valui Briefs are available in two 

categories - Maxi Briefs & Plus Briefs. 

Maxi Briefs 

Plus Briefs 
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VALUI 

INSERTS 

Valui Inserts are designed to be used in conjunction with normal underwear or net pants. 
The Valui Inserts range has the following features: 
♦ Non-woven top sheets with deodorizing ingredients to maximise absorbency & eliminate odours.
♦ Discreet, anatomically shaped design to offer greater comfort and discreteness (IP5427, IP5935,

IP5935M, IP6935, IP6935S, IP6935M, IP7437).
♦ Unique sticky stripes to keep aids secure & prevent movement (IP2407, IP2507, IP45O5, IP4515).
♦ Stand-up leg gathers to prevent leakage.
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♦ Double-padded absorbent cores to provide maximise strength, reliability & absorbency.
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Visualisation of Valui Inserts sizes r 
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Big Inserts 

Small Inserts and Boosters 
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